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Abstract
The CAN Enhanced Layer (CANELy) is a CAN-based
infrastructure capable of extremely reliable communication. This paper describes the mechanisms and the techniques used in CANELy to enforce system correctness in
the time-domain despite the occurrence of network errors
(inaccessibility). The paper discusses how to integrate in
the existing CANELy machinery, the control of inaccessibility and the management of timers, at several levels of
the system. In particular, application and low-level protocol layers are addressed. In addition, a relevant set of
parameters are available for system monitoring, allowing
the validation/enforcement of the system model.
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control, dubbed CAN Enhanced Layer (CANELy), we
have been addressing the problem of fault-tolerant realtime communications on industrial fieldbuses in a very
comprehensive way.
This paper discusses in detail how CANELy integrates
inaccessibility control and timer management. The paper
is organized as follows: for completeness, Section 2 reviews the CANELy architecture and Section 3 presents
the system model; the mechanisms being specified in
CANELy to handle physical and virtual network partitioning are presented in Sections 4 and 5; integration of timer
management functions is addressed in Section 6 and some
final remarks in Section 7 conclude the paper. The following discussion assumes the reader to be fairly familiar
with CAN operation [1, 2].

1. Introduction

2. CANELy: Architecture Overview

Fieldbus technologies, such as the Controller Area Network (CAN), play nowadays a fundamental role in the
design and implementation of industrial communication
systems and of embedded distributed systems. Those network infrastructures are expected to exhibit reliable hard
real-time behavior in the presence of disturbing factors
such as overload or faults.
Therefore, they must ensure strict guarantees in regard
to continuity of service and known and bounded message
delivery latency. However, even if one excludes physical
faults such as network partitioning, industrial fieldbuses
are subject to periods of inaccessibility. They derive from
incidents in the network operation that temporarily prevent communication and whose effect is to increase the
network access delay as seen by one or more nodes.
The consequences of such disturbances on real-time
communication is the error they introduce in the timedomain, which may lead: to the violation of pre-specified
timing bounds, such as message transmission deadlines;
to the failure of protocol or task timing specifications and
ultimately, to the failure of the hard real-time system.
As part of our endeavor to design a CAN-based infrastructure support for ultra dependable distributed computer

The CAN fieldbus has a set of limitations in respect to
the provision of strict availability, reliability and timeliness attributes [3]. However, we have realized that what
was missing in the native CAN fieldbus to attain levels
of dependability comparable to those of similar technologies, such as the original Time-Triggered Protocol [4], or
other CAN-based time-triggered variants, such as TTCAN
[5] or FlexCAN [6], was indeed a set of fault tolerance
and timeliness-related services. Moreover, these services
can be provided off-the-shelf (i.e. without modifications
to the CAN standard or to existing CAN controllers),
through the use of properly encapsulated additional software/hardware components. We call the materialization
of this concept CAN Enhanced Layer (CANELy).
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Figure 1. CAN Enhanced Layer architecture
The central component of the CANELy architecture
(Figure 1) is naturally the standard CAN layer, comple-

mented/enhanced with some simple machinery and lowlevel protocols, which include: a network infrastructure
resilient to physical partitioning [7]; a reliable communication protocol suite, offering a set of broadcast/multicast
primitives [8]; clock synchronization [9]; node failure detection and membership services [10].
This paper discusses how the control of inaccessibility,
addressed in [11], and the management of timers should
be integrated in the CANELy architecture, at the different
levels of the system.
CAN Standard Layer
The CAN fieldbus is a multi-master network that uses a
twisted pair cable as transmission medium [1, 2]. The network maximum length depends on the data rate. A typical
value is: 40m @ 1 Mbps. Bus signaling takes one out
of two values: recessive (r), also the state of an idle bus;
dominant (d), which always overwrites a recessive value.
The uniqueness of frame identifiers, is exploited for bus
arbitration. A carrier sense multi-access with deterministic collision resolution policy is used: the node transmitting the frame with the lowest identifier always wins
arbitration. A frame is a network-level piece of encapsulated information. A data frame may contain a message, a
user-level piece of information. A remote frame consists
of control information only.
The CAN standard layer is made from a CAN controller and the corresponding software driver that includes
the following primitives (cf. Figure 1): request the transmission (.req) of data (can-data) or control (can-rtr)
messages1 ; confirm to the user a successful message transmission (.cnf); indicate a message arrival (.ind).

3. System Model
This section enumerates the fault assumptions for the
system and discuss CAN protocol properties [8, 12].
We define: a component is weak-fail-silent if it behaves correctly or crashes if it exhibits more than a given
number of omission failures in an interval of reference, the
component’s omission degree [13]. The following failure
semantics are defined for CAN network components:
• individual components are weak-fail-silent with omission
degree fo ;
• failure bursts never affect more than fo transmissions in a
time interval of reference2 ;
• omission failures may be inconsistent (i.e., not observed by
all recipients);
• there is no permanent failure of the channel (e.g. the simultaneous partitioning of all redundant media [7]).

The weak-fail-silent assumption can be enforced with
high coverage by fault confinement mechanisms [8, 12].
1 In the CANELy architecture, control messages are usually encapsulated in remote frames.
2 For instance, the duration of a message broadcast round. Note that
this assumption is concerned with the total number of failures of possibly
different components.

This is crucial for the preservation of CAN timeliness and
for the parameterization of protocols operating on top of
CAN, such as those defined in CANELy [8, 9, 10].
CAN MAC and LLC Properties
The upper part of Figure 2 enumerates a relevant set
of CAN MAC-level properties [8, 12]. Property MCAN1
formalizes CAN built-in error handling, and it implies that
frame errors are transformed into omissions. The residual
probability of undetected frame errors is negligible [14].
Property MCAN2 maps the given failure semantics onto
the operational assumptions of CAN, being k ≥ fo .
MAC-level properties
MCAN1 - Error Detection: correct nodes detect any corruption done by the network in a locally received frame.
MCAN2 - Bounded Omission Degree: in a known time interval Trd , omission failures may occur in at most k transmissions.
MCAN3 - Bounded Inaccessibility: in a known time interval
Trd , the network may be inaccessible at most i times, with a
total duration of at most Tina .
MCAN4 - Bounded Transmission Delay: any frame queued
for transmission is transmitted on the network within a bounded
delay of Ttd +Tina .
LLC-level properties
LCAN1 - Bounded Inconsistent Omission Degree: in a
known time interval Trd , inconsistent omission failures may occur in, at most, j transmissions.

Figure 2. Relevant CAN MAC and LLC-level
properties

Property MCAN4 specifies a maximum frame transmission delay. In the absence of faults, Ttd includes the
normal queuing, access and transmission delays, and depends on message latency classes and offered load bounds
[15, 16, 17]. In general, Ttd also includes the extra delays
resulting from the additional queuing effects caused by
the periods of inaccessibility [18, 19, 20]. The bounded
frame transmission delay includes Tina , a corrective term
that accounts for the worst-case duration of inaccessibility
events, given the bounds specified by property MCAN3.
The inaccessibility characteristics of CAN are obtained by
analysis of the CAN protocol [21].
The LLC level, defines the message-level properties of
CAN. While the omission failures specified by MCAN2
are masked in general at the LLC level by the retry mechanism of CAN, the existence of inconsistent omissions3
implies that some j of the k omissions will show at the
LLC interface as inconsistent omissions [8, 12].
3 Examples of causes for inconsistent bit-error detection are: electromagnetic interference or deficient receiver circuitry.

4. Handling Partitioning in CANELy

CAN 2.0B Inaccessibility (bit-times)

In CANELy [12], maintaining the connectivity between network nodes is achieved under a general inaccessibility model, thoroughly discussed in [11], and reviewed
in this section for completeness.
The study of CAN accessibility constraints in [21, 12]
has established analytical expressions for the inaccessibility periods, showing that their durations are bounded, and
allowing the determination of those bounds.
The CAN built-in error handling functions provide: error detection; global signaling of errors, through the transmission of error frames; recovery from error situations, by
allowing a minimum period of bus idleness.
The duration of inaccessibility events for a comprehensive set of single-bit errors (bit, bit-stuffing, CRC4 , acknowledgment and form errors; reactive overload conditions) is illustrated in the leftmost part of Figure 3. No
inaccessibility control strategy can reduce such inaccessibility bounds, because none of those errors affect more
than one frame transfer [11].
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partitions: a medium quarantine scheme, allowing the reduction of the inaccessibility upper bound for bus multiple
bit-error bursts; bus reconfiguration in event of medium
failure, exhibiting a worst-case delay bound (209 µs @
1Mbps) that should be compared with other failure scenarios and with the 100 ms of commercial systems currently
available [25].
The avoidance of “babbling idiot” failures in CAN has
further been studied [26]: it may take only 41 bit-times to
detect the babbling node, perform its shutdown and wait
for network recovery (a result not included in the diagram
of Figure 3). Protection to such kind of timeliness-related
failures has to be provided by specific machinery (bus
guardian) [27, 26].

5. Controlling Inaccessibility in CANELy
In a recent paper [11], we have analyzed a comprehensive set of alternatives for controlling inaccessibility
in CAN-based systems. This section exploits the main results of [12, 11] to: provide a detailed analysis of how to
assess the real values of a comprehensive set of dependability and timeliness-related parameters, having them
available for monitoring on a system-wide basis; discuss
why the assessment of those parameters needs to be integrated with inaccessibility control mechanisms.
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Figure 3. CANELy vs. standard CAN normalized inaccessibility bounds

The handling of multiple network errors by CAN fault
confinement mechanisms is based on two counters recording, at each node, transmit and receive errors. In the
presence of such omission errors, the error counters are
updated, according to rules that make faulty nodes experience, with a very high probability, the highest error
counter increase [22, 1, 23].
The CANELy architecture exploits these mechanisms
to enforce the weak-fail-silent assumption for the network
components: a node exceeding a pre-specified number of
omission errors, should be shut-down, by forcing it to enter the bus-off state [1, 8, 12].
This inaccessibility control strategy: allows an interesting, though moderate, reduction of the inaccessibility durations for permanent node failures (deaf receiver, stuck-at
and other internal transmitter/receiver failures), as studied
in [12, 11] and illustrated in Figure 3; is an action that
can be easily implemented on most of existing CAN controllers (e.g. [24]), which are able to issue a warning signal if any error counter exceeds a given threshold [22, 1].
In Figure 3 are also shown the effects of the innovative
mechanisms introduced in [7] for handling CAN physical
4 Cyclic

Redundancy Check.

5.1. Extended Channel Monitoring
The assessment of CAN with regard to inaccessibility calls for a Channel Monitoring module providing an
extended set of frame-wise signals, with a specification
drawn from previous works on CANELy [7, 12, 11] and
summarized in Figure 4.
5.2. Inaccessibility Faults Assessment
The signals defined in Figure 4 are used in CANELy
to assess CAN inaccessibility incidents with regard to the
number of events and their duration.
N UMBER OF I NACCESSIBILITY E VENTS
The Channel monitoring signals, ChF ok and ChErr
(cf. Figure 4), are used in the general definition of equations (1) and (2), to account for: ChIe , the total number
of inaccessibility incidents; ChOe , the number of those
events strictly due to Channel omission errors. The difference between the ChIe and the ChOe counters provides
the number of inaccessibility incidents strictly due to overload conditions.
ChIe

ChOe

=



↑ChEOT

=

↑ChEOT



0
when can-icu.req
ChIe + 1 if ChErr

(1)

0
when can-icu.req
ChOe + 1 if ChErr ∧ ¬ChF ok

(2)

=

where: the notation ↑ChEOT , means the if clause in equations (1) and (2) is evaluated upon the assertion of the
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ChSOF

Start Of Frame
asserted at beginning of frame transmission;
one bit-time duration.

ChF ok

Frame Correct
data or remote frame received without errors;
negated upon assertion of ChEOT .

ChT ok

Transmission Correct
no frame format error up to first bit of intermission;
negated upon assertion of ChEOT .
ChT ok−P , companion one bit-time duration pulse.

ChIF S−P Frame Termination Correct
no frame format error up to second bit of intermission;
one bit-time duration.
ChErr

Frame Error
asserted upon violation of CAN bit-stuffing rule;
negated upon assertion of ChEOT .

ChEOT

End Of Transmission
asserted after detection of minimum bus idle period;
negated upon assertion of ChSOF .

Figure 4. Signals and relevant timing of
Channel monitoring functions in CANELy

ChEOT signal. The ChIe and the ChOe counters are
monotonically incremented, being cleared only through
the issuing of a specific layer management action request
for the inaccessibility control unit (can-icu.req).
D URATION OF I NACCESSIBILITY P ERIODS
Accounting for the duration of the periods of inaccessibility in CAN calls for a set of extra mechanisms, not
available in commercial CAN controllers [12, 11].
One aspect of the problem is illustrated in Figure 5,
where the periods of CAN inaccessibility are discriminated in their different components, for single error scenarios. For most of those errors, there may be a nonnegligible time interval between the beginning of the period of inaccessibility and the start of error recovery5 , a
period which is in general much shorter than the total duration of the inaccessibility event, as shown in Figure 5.
This may be caused by a high latency in the detection of
the error (e.g. CRC error) or because the error occurs only
near the end of the frame transmission (e.g. form error).
Thus, to evaluate the duration of a CAN inaccessibility incident, one needs to mark when a period of inaccessibility begins and how long it lasts. That means, to
accurately account for the duration of each CAN inaccessibility event, the transmission of a data/remote frame
should be considered, a priori, as a period of inaccessibility. Should the frame transfer end without errors, no inaccessibility period is accounted for. Otherwise, the time
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Figure 5. Breaking down worst-case inaccessibility times of single error scenarios

interval between the start of the frame and the first incorrect bit may need to be accounted for as part of the period
of inaccessibility.
The analysis of CAN operation with regard to the transfer of a data/remote frame is detailed in Figure 6, where
for each type of error, it is given: the action taken by the
CAN controller, with regard to frame handling; the effective duration of the inaccessibility event. A conservative
approach is followed to handle the subtle difference between a transmitter omission error and a receiver early reactive overload condition: on account of a possible inconsistency in the detection of the error (property LCAN1, in
Figure 2), it is assumed the scheduling of the frame for retransmission in both cases. A similar approach is taken in
handling early/simple reactive overload conditions. The
guarantee that the frame will not be scheduled for retransmission can be achieved only if no error is detected before
the second bit of intermission.
In the context of Figure 6, the auxiliary function,
ChF c , defined in equation (3), specifies the signaling of
a relevant set of frame-level correctness boundaries: the
start of a frame transmission; the correct ending of a
data/remote frame transmission; the separation of consecutive data/remote frame transmissions by the minimum intermission period.
ChF c = ChSOF ∨ ChT ok−P ∨ ChIF S−P

(3)

The value of Te ina , the normalized duration of one
inaccessibility event6 , is accounted for in expression (4):

Te

ina

=





Te

0
if ChF c
+ Tbit if ¬ChEOT
Te ina
if ChEOT

ina

(4)

The value of Te ina given by equation (4): is reset
on each frame-level correctness boundary, as defined by
ChF c ; is incremented at each nominal bit time, while
a frame is being transmitted; maintains the accumulated
value, after the end of a successful frame transmission,
signaled through the assertion of the ChEOT signal, and
6 The real duration of an inaccessibility event t
e
where tbit is the nominal bit time.

ina = Te ina

. tbit ,
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Frame-level Error Analysis
Omission Error
up to the sixth bit of EOF (any node)
seventh bit of EOF (transmitter)
Action on frame:
frame discarded
scheduled for retransmission
Inaccessibility period: start-of-frame → assertion of ChEOT
First incorrect bit:

Early Reactive Overload
seventh bit of EOF (receiver)
frame accepted
transmitter may schedule for retransmission
Inaccessibility period: start-of-frame → assertion of ChEOT
First incorrect bit:
Action on frame:

Simple Reactive Overload
first bit of intermission
frame accepted
transmitter may schedule for retransmission
Inaccessibility period: start-of-frame → assertion of ChEOT
First incorrect bit:
Action on frame:

Late Reactive Overload
second bit of intermission
frame accepted
no retransmission
Inaccessibility period: assertion ChT ok−P → assertion of ChEOT
First incorrect bit:
Action on frame:

No Error
none
frame accepted
no retransmission
Inaccessibility period: no inaccessibility
First incorrect bit:
Action on frame:

Figure 6. Analysis of CAN inaccessibility
during a data/remote frame transfer

before the start of a new frame transmission, signaled
through the assertion of both ChSOF and ChF c signals;
Tbit , is the normalized duration of a bit.
P ERIOD OF A SSESSMENT
The assessment of the properties defined in Figure 2
should be performed during a time interval, Trd , which:
is relevant in the context of each given protocol [8, 9, 10];
may include one or more isolated inaccessibility incidents
of individual duration given by equation (4); should include the entire period where the effects of inaccessibility
last, thus calling for the use of the specific mechanisms introduced in [12, 11] to control inaccessibility in CANELy.
5.3. Control of Inaccessibility in CANELy
The occurrence of a period of inaccessibility prevents
communication between some or all nodes, which may
lead to the increase of the message queuing and network
access delays, as seen by one or more nodes. Such an illeffect may persist even after the CAN protocol has recovered from the inaccessibility incident, because any delay
may, at least partially, propagate from message to message, in a given queue.

I NACCESSIBILITY F LUSHING
An effective methodology to control inaccessibility in
the CANELy architecture is based on an inaccessibility
flushing strategy that detects when the (distributed) frame
transmission queue becomes empty, after the occurrence
of an inaccessibility event [12, 11]. If a queue has no
queued messages, the delays induced at message/frame
level by the occurrence of a period of inaccessibility cannot propagate anymore, being thus flushed from network
operation. Given the observable behavior of CAN at the
PHY-MAC interface, as defined in [12, 11]:
• ChBidle , is a simple inaccessibility flushing signal
asserted when the minimum bus idle period that
identifies the absence of any frame transmission has
elapsed. The signal is negated upon the reception of
a dominant bus value.
The assertion of the ChBidle signal defines the end of
the period where the transmission of data/remote frames
may be delayed by the effects of inaccessibility. We call
this extended period, an inaccessibility epoch.
A companion signal, ChIna , defines when an inaccessibility epoch begins and for how long it lasts. The ChIna
signal is asserted upon the detection of an inaccessibility
event and negated upon the assertion of the ChBidle signal, as specified by equation:

true if ChErr
(5)
ChIna →
f alse when ChBidle
The effective duration of an inaccessibility epoch7 ,
Tp ina , is derived from equations (4) and (5), and accounts
for the entire period where the effects of inaccessibility
last, being given by equation:

Tp

ina

=





Tp

0
if ChF c ∧ ¬ChIna
+ Tbit if ¬ChEOT ∨ ChIna
Tp ina
if ChBidle

ina

(6)

The total duration of the periods of inaccessibility
within an inaccessibility epoch8 , Tina , is obtained by
adding the value provided by equation (4) at the end of
each period of network activity, signaled through the assertion of the ChEOT signal, as specified in equation:

Tina

=
↑ChEOT









0
Tina + Tina
Tina

when
e

can−icu.req
↑ChBidle

if ChIna

(7)

if ChBidle

For simplicity of exposition, we have discussed the use
of a single inaccessibility flushing event, provided by the
ChBidle signal. However, an optimized implementation
may provide such indications for each network traffic access class or even on a message-by-message basis. This is
not complex to support in CANELy.
7 The duration of t
p ina = Tp ina . tbit , is upper bounded by Tp ina .
8 The duration of t
ina = Tina . tbit , is upper bounded by Tina .

The assessment of CAN inaccessibility incidents by
CANELy specific mechanisms has been centered on the
operation of the CAN native protocol, making parameter
evaluation independent of each protocol defined above the
standard CAN interface (e.g. [8, 9, 10]).
Fundamental parameters, such as tp ina , the effective
duration of an inaccessibility epoch, or tina , the total duration of inaccessibility in an epoch, as weel as its relation
to Trd , have been identified of great relevance to: the accommodation of inaccessibility in protocol execution and
timeliness calculations; the dimensioning of timeouts.
5.4. System-level Monitoring
The accurate assessment of the real values for a comprehensive set of dependability and timeliness-related parameters, having them available on system-wide basis,
opens room for the design of additional dependability enforcement and system validation mechanisms.
The values of ChOd and ChIi , inscribed in Figure 7,
are obtained directly from equations (2) and (1) making
the issuing of the can-icu.req layer management action
equivalent to the assertion of the ChF ok and ChBidle
signals, respectively. Conversely, the values of tina and
tp ina , also in Figure 7, are derived respectively from
equations (7) and (6), through bit-time denormalization.
Dependability and timeliness-related parameters
Parameter
Value Bound
Channel omission degree
Frame transmission delay
Number of inaccessibility events in an epoch
Total duration of inaccessibility in an epoch
Effective duration of an inaccessibility epoch

ChOd
k
Ttd
ChIi
i
tina
Tina
tp ina Tp ina

Figure 7. A relevant set of system-level parameters
The availability of system-level parameters constitutes
an added-value extremely important to the design of a
fault-tolerant real-time communication system: one can
monitor/detect a potential lack of coverage of the system
assumptions (given the bounds specified in Figure 2) and
act accordingly (e.g. stopping in a fail-safe state).
The validation of system assumptions, through the
monitoring of relevant dependability and timeliness parameters, can be incorporated: directly in the CANELy
machinery, to be evaluated continuously, on a messageby-message basis; at the operating system level or in alternative as an independent local support environment, executing on top of a given operating system [28].

6. Timer Management in CANELy
This section is entirely dedicated to the management
of timers in the CANELy architecture. Integration of inaccessibility control and timer management is addressed

both for application and low-level protocol timers. Finally, a case-study addressing this integration process is
discussed.
6.1. Application-level Timers
The simplest method to control the effects of inaccessibility in the operation of timeout-based protocols, is inspired from properties MCAN3 and MCAN4, in Figure 2:
a corrective term, Tina , the worst-case duration of inaccessibility in an epoch is added to the timeout value set in
function of Ttd , the maximum frame transmission delay.
No other action is needed to tolerate inaccessibility faults.
The engineering of such a method is effective at application level, where it is usually equivalent to the use of
a slightly longer timeout value. However, the use of this
method is not interesting if Tina has a value much greater
than Ttd , as it happens at the lower levels of CAN communication [12, 11].
6.2. Low-level Protocol Timers
The application of the inaccessibility flushing technique to the management of protocol timers is specified
in Figure 8. It uses the ChIna signal to decide whether or
not a protocol timer should be extended upon a timeout.
Timer Management - Inaccessibility Flushing
i00
i01
i02
i03
i04

timer queue := empty
// queue of timer descriptors
// enqueue inserts a timer descriptor at the end of the timer queue
// enqueue(timer queue, tidkey)
// dequeue removes a timer descriptor from the timer queue
// tid := dequeue(timer queue, tidkey)

t00
t01
t02
t03
t04
t05
t06
t07
t08
t09
t10
t11
t12
t13
t14
t15
t16
t17
t18
t19
t20
t21
t22

when lse start alarm.req (t out, key) invoked do
start alarm (t out, tidkey);
// key, is an user-level timer identifier
od;
when alarm (tidkey) expires do
// timer expires at timer agency
if ChIna is asserted then
enqueue (timer queue, tidkey);
else
lse alarm.nty (tid);
fi;
od;
when ChIna is negated do
// inaccessibility epoch ends
while timer tidkey at the head of timer queue do
tid := dequeue (timer queue, tidkey);
lse alarm.nty (tid);
od;
od;
when lse cancel alarm.req (t out, key) invoked do
if timer tidkey is at timer queue then
tid := dequeue (timer queue, tidkey);
else
cancel alarm (tid);
fi;
od;

Figure 8. Integrating CAN inaccessibility
flushing and timer management

When a request to start a timer is issued at the programming interface (line t00, in Figure 8), a timer is
started with the specified timeout value. As a general
rule, the action of starting a timer at line t01 can be easily mapped into the service interface of a standard timer
agency [29, 30].

Should the ChIna signal be asserted when a timer
expires (line t03), the timer descriptor is inserted in a
queue, waiting for the end of the corresponding inaccessibility epoch (lines t04-t05). Should the ChIna signal be
negated, meaning that no delays induced by inaccessibility events subsist in CAN operation, a notification that the
timer has expired is issued (line t07).
For each timer that remains in the timer queue when
the ChIna signal is negated, meaning that an inaccessibility epoch has ended, the timer is removed from the timer
queue and a notification that the timer has expired is issued (lines t11-t13). When a request to cancel a timer
is issued, the timer descriptor is either removed from the
timer queue or deleted from the system (lines t17-t21).
The user-level key identifier, has a dual role: it uniquely
identifies the timer at protocol/user level; provided it also
depends on message identifier, it will allow the use within
timer management of a message-by-message inaccessibility flushing technique.
6.3. Case Study: CANELy TOTCAN Protocol
This section illustrates the importance of integrating
the control of inaccessibility with timer management. The
use of timeouts in TOTCAN, a totally ordered protocol
included in CANELy, is thoroughly discussed in [8, 12].
A detailed description of the TOTCAN protocol can
be found in [8, 12]. Protocol operation is sketched in
Figure 9. The protocol works in two phases. In the
first phase, the sender broadcasts a message using a CAN
data frame. Recipients receiving the message do not deliver it immediately. Instead the message is enqueued and
marked as UNSTABLE. To preserve network order, an
UNSTABLE message is moved to the tail of the queue
whenever a duplicate is received. In the second phase,
the sender, upon confirmation of successful transmission,
broadcasts an ACCEPT message, using EDCAN9 . The
ACCEPT message is a control message that is encapsulated in a remote frame, since no data field is needed.
When the ACCEPT message is received, the associated
data message is marked as STABLE and can be delivered
as soon as it reaches the head of the queue.
Upper Layer
TOTCAN
Sender
broadcast ACCEPT

delivers DATA at the head,
if STABLE

TOTCAN Recipient
upon ACCEPT reception,
mark as STABLE

DATA

Queue

EDCAN

EDCAN

upon alarm
discard
UNSTABLE

Timer

queue and mark as UNSTABLE
start alarm

Optimum values for protocol timeouts are established,
in general, as a function of TT d , the maximum frame
transmission delay. Should the network operate normally,
an optimum protocol timeout value allows: a timely detection of sender failure; a low protocol recovery latency,
e.g. the timely removal of the UNSTABLE message
and ordered delivery of STABLE messages waiting in the
TOTCAN queue.
However, an optimum sizing for protocol timers cannot be used without special inaccessibility control measures, or else they could timeout too early upon the occurrence of a period of inaccessibility. This might lead to
protocol failure. Timeout-related faults have been identified as producing effects that may severely disturb the
operation of CAN-based protocols and applications [31].
In TOTCAN, a timer expiring prematurely may cause a
data message to be wrongly discarded because the corresponding ACCEPT message is delayed at the sender by
the occurrence of a period of inaccessibility.
Adding a corrective term, given the worst-case duration
of a period of inaccessibility, Tina , to the timeout values is
a sufficient condition for running synchronous (hard realtime) timeout-based protocols over a CAN infrastructure.
However, timeouts do not have anymore an optimum sizing. Long timeouts unnecessarily increase the delay associated to the detection of a failure, in the absence of inaccessibility. Furthermore, Tina may be much greater than
Ttd , at least at the low-levels of communication, causing
the timeouts to be undesirably long. In TOTCAN, a typical Ttd value for control messages is 560µs [12]. Since
Tina has a worst-case bound of 2160µs, the value to use
in the alarm would be 2720µs, a value much higher than
the optimum timeout [12].
Our approach to the control of inaccessibility in
CANELy allows to take away inaccessibility from the
timeout values. To the programmer it can be given a simple and elegant abstraction of a distributed environment
which is always connected, with timers yielding optimal
values with regard to the detection of failures.
The CANELy inaccessibility flushing technique, properly integrated with the management of timers, as specified in Figure 8, allows: the use of timeouts with optimum
sizing; selectively add the real contribution of inaccessibility effects to the alarm period. In the TOTCAN protocol, this means the use of a timeout of 560µs.

7. Conclusions

CAN Standard Layer

Figure 9. CANELy TOTCAN protocol
To prevent a possible deadlock in case of sender failure
before sending the ACCEPT message, an alarm is used
to detect sender failure and discard the UNSTABLE message. The timeout value, used to start the alarm, has important consequences on the protocol behavior.
9 EDCAN, is an unordered reliable broadcast protocol included in the
CANELy architecture [8, 12].

We addressed a hard but important problem that may
hinder the operation of CAN in critical hard real-time settings: controlling its periods of inaccessibility. Furthermore, we have shown how the control of inaccessibility
may be effectively integrated with timer management and
protocol execution. As a case study, these concepts were
applied to the operation of a totally ordered atomic broadcast protocol.

This work is a brick in the CANELy architecture, the
CAN Enhanced Layer[12], a combination of the CAN
standard layer with some simple machinery resources
and low-level protocols, described in several publications
[21, 8, 9, 7, 10, 11].
Through CANELy we made the proof of concept of the
possibility of building CAN-based highly fault-tolerant
systems, thus contributing to dismiss ideas that CAN is
not suited for designing hard real-time systems with very
high dependability requirements.
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